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South Africa

NLC·•.Helps::St'arvijjg
;Victoria

-

Panel·· Probes

people iIi Africa -'- one third to one half of,
, the total population of sub-8aharan Africa
- are facing severe food shortages. According toC.
Paine Lucas,. head .of
Africare, just three countries in 'Africa, ,Zaire, zambia and Zimbabwe, if properly
.cultivated, could feed the entire continent
of Africa.
.
.

Amada

Last week the~NLC students' heard the
cry of drought stricken Africa
and
respondedwith overwhelming generosity
and compassion. > ','
:'.,
'
Several' NLC students conducted
campaign at the law: school from
November7 to9 that raised almost $1600'
for people dying of starvation in Ethiopia.
''Therewere six of us just sitting in the
cliniC, discussing the situation in Ethiopia,
wishingwe could do something. Someone..
suggestedstarting, a collection, drive, so
we did/'
said
Erie . Sampson, ,
spokeswoman for the ad hoc group.
"Some students in SBA (Student Bar
Association), and EJFIEqualJustice
Foundation)said they also wanted to work
with us," Sampson said; The group also
satfor two days atthe Marvin Center fora
total of six hours, but raised only $100'or.
lessin that effort.')S'c,_i~'7'-~

a'

"'While
tbeUnited States is on~~f the'
world leaders in terms of absolute contribution' amounts for .•the starving in
Africa;. itS contribution as a.percentage of'
GNP ranks behind those of Western
European nations. Total U.S. development'
aid for Mrica for Iiscal year 1984was $992'
million.-:Total. emergency food .aid to
Africa
fiscal year 1984 is $170 million

. "One of the chief weapons the South
African -government uses against its opponents Isthe judicial system," said Gay
McDougal,·.Director of the South .Mrica
Project Lawyers Committee .lor Civil
Rights under Law in a joint lecture given
-by -.her and Mary Cheh, NLC Law
Professor, on November 14.
,
South African law allows "detention for
tnterrogationJpurposes,
,.jn which the
person can be held incommunicado. None
of these detentions are reviewable and in
many, many cases,people
just disappear."
.
. "The government can legally - ban
.people, -which means ·sending them to
remote parts of the. country where the

1':"7

~Qculty I~t~;~i~~'):\

people don't even speak the same
language. It :.ean ban meetings and
publications. We've been defending people
arrested
for possession
of banned
. publications."

MCDougal
noted the government has
has held many people under a collection of
charges .whlch do not appear to be
.political. "They can say this person was
arrested for robbery so their image won't
be as bad."
.
Torture often occurs, McDougal said.
"Some people have been tortured to death
,-,four this year and sixty-four so far.",
"I'm surprised people here have fallen
for the idea that political change is taking
place," McDougal said, referring to the
, recent Constitution. There's no provision
for any participation by the majority in the
political process."
Cheh said South Africa is being singled
out for three reasons. "It is overtly based
on white supremacy and white domination
,O.~. of.blackand.other groups iJLMrica."ltaIso ~-", .
. .",hasthe gall to.elalm itself,as one of the
. Westem;.demOcratic' nations; '!'hat's like'
some monster coming. up to you and
saying 'You know, I'm your cousin.':"

,.. Saffipso~~~~s~~~~~~~:~ttOrig",
responsefrom the law students. "We hali,,',»,,;
hoped to' reac~ '.a".thousand> Sixteen hun< :"0:"
dred dollars'is~a'lotof
money;" '.. c ,.:
'
Six million' Ethiopians, 'and "millions
more in 25., other '.African, nations face.
starvationbecause of a three year drought
andchronic food problems.' Ethiopia has
been hit the' hardest of all the Mrican
countries undergoing famine. Ten out of ":
its twelve provinces have been .affected. .
There have been serious droughts in
Mricain the past.but none have affected
so large a portion of Sub-Saharan Mrica at
onetime. This particular drought -comes>
f
after two decades of'declining per, capita:.?>,
agricultural production in Mrica.
Between~100· million -:and •.•
·150_.million
:;:"~ <.-''';~~'\~~:'.-;~-}t:'~';';'-,~
_. ' :-'~'~'~-,{.'
;-:~--,
..-

Human Rights

'. .The g~~ernment also claims "Blacks
here are a little better off than in the rest.
of Africa,'" Cheh said. "We've heard this
theory before."
, Cheh said the forced removal of blacks
to the homelands is not unlike the social
engineering and destruction created under
Stalinism and Naziism.
.
~ "The grand scheme of apartheid is
based on the idea of creating a white South
See S. Africa p. 5
;' .\':,. The issue of pornography is hotly debated. See story and letters inside;
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Barrol'l~SP!ak~.out O~

.PorJ'landFirstArnend.

Ushered in, warmly greeted and slated for
a colloquoy .. ' ..
" '.
.
'Never had research:been
so -intimidating! Dean Jerome -Barron proved
"I believe there is adynamic,which
the
to be heavily degree<l, widely respected,
First Amendment is supposed to set in .
and frequently published. Still, I like to
lIIotion,",
think I presented a bold front when I posed
-'-Jerome A. Barron
my first penetrating question.
. For those who may be curio~ - it is not
,How did you come to-be associated .with
difficuIt
to secure a few moments with the
the NLC? .
nea n of the Nationl Law Center in his
"That's an interesting story. I 'had
pleasantcorner office With its broad view
gotten out of the army in 1959and I had a
~ 20th and H Streets. This I,found when ' friend -- it was one of those things that
'TheAdvocate" prompted me to leave the ~
happened very casually but fortuitously:"'"
safetyand' comfort of my study carral to '
I had a friend who was a Court of Claims
seek a brief interview'· behind the
law clerk whose friend, also -a law _clerk,
lllysterious double doors of' Lerner 102; _ ,~had just graduated GW and was a GW
\Vith a hesitancy becoming a first year law
teaching. fellow. He informed me of an
S~dent, I entered and inquired of an ap-,opening.
I had been an instructor at Yale
Pomtment. "Appointment? Dean Barron
and had developed an interest in teaching
Illakeshis own appointments." Before I
and this seemed a way of keeping the wolf
,COld
Ilodand run the other way] had been
away from the door while r looked for.a
by Annie McCormick

J

. job. I called up Loti Mayo -the
actingdean of the law school, and told him I was,
. interested in the appointment. Someone
, -else was going to take.it but at the last
minute had gotten out and Mayo pffered
me the job"':; Legal Research and Writing.
'Though Barron's early career offered a
variety of professional experiences - he
clerked for Marvin Jones, had a private
practice in D.C. and at one point the opportunity to go out West - he always
maintained a link with GW and· the
Washington area.
'
",
'
It's great place to study and teach law
;.....this is a lawyer's city. For federal and
broadcasting law, which is' my interest,
there is no place that rivals this city..,
As to the demands of his position ... ·
I prefer my teaching and writing more
than my administrative function. I don't
consider myself by trait an administrator
- by traitlam a teacher and a writer.,

a

Barron has written most often upon the
subject of the First Amendment rights and
freedoms. The Advocate wondered what
his reaction was to the November 28th
showing of "The Devil in Miss Jones" by
the Program Board.
I guess I feel that students in a college or
university have a right of Choice and if
they want to see it they should not be
.prevented, and if they do not want to see it
they should exercise that choice. 1t doesn't
disturb me, no. I think a university should
be an open society and that means to all
kinds of speech and expression. And I
don't feel that the student showing
necessarily reflects. the '-endorsement of
the institution.
'
And if students of the National Law
Center had sponsored a similar showing?
I might get a little more interested in it!
See Barron p. 4
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NLC Coffee Taste Test

And the Winner,i's.
by Christopher

• •

Stock

As exams draw ever nearer, many NLC students will find themselves drinking . '
inordinate amounts of coffee in somewhat vain attempts to fight off the nasty and
unproductive habit 01 sleeping. But do they really know what they are drinking? All
coffees are not the same. Some are good, some bad, and some down right awful. And
there are probably a dozen places selling coffee within a five minute walk of ~e law
school. How does one decide? Well, in the spirit of Harris, Roper, and Gallup, The
Advocate has taken a poll to help in making such a crucial eheice.:
Au Bon Pain (ABP) serves the best coffee available to persons at the National Law
Center according to NLC students and staffpersonnelwho recently participated in the
First Annual NLC Coffee Taste Test. The worst coffee, according to the taste
testers; is from the Marvin Center.
.•. ".
.
.
ABP coffee finished aUhe top of all but one category measured in the Taste Test,
while the Marvin Center coffee ranked dead last in every category. In addition,
Ciao's coffee ranked high among people who like strong coffee, and Lunch Box coffee
ranked high among people with preferences towards medium strength coffee. The
Coffee Taste Test,sponsored by . T.he Advocate, was administeedto 36 persons in
the first floor lounge of Stockton Hall on Wednesday, November 14 from 10 to 11 a.m.
The test was open to anyone who wanted to take it, until the coffee ran out. Participants were given blind samples of six coffees. available in the area of theNLC.
The samples were marked only with the letters A through F. The participants were
asked to sample each of the coffees and to fill out a brief survey ranking the coffees.
, Coffees used in the test were from:ABP, Bon Apetite (The Bon), Ciao, The Lunch
Box, the Marvin Center, and third floor Burns Hall (SBA).
.
The survey contained three sections.
,
"
Quality RimkinJ(
..
.
The first asked participants to rate each fi the coffees on a scale-of tto 5 with 1,
being excellent and 5 being poor. T he results are: .
.
. ABP
v.good
Lunch Box
good
SBA
good
Ciao
good
The Bon
good
Marvin Center
fair
.. Strength
.
The second part asked participants what strength they liked to drink their coffee.
Participants indicated' their biases were towards stronger, coffees. Sixty-seven
percent reported liking their cotfeesomewhat strong to strong. The remainder, except for one, indicated they liked their coffee medium strength. One person reported
liking somewhat'weak coffee.
.
~'•.
No matter what strength people indicated they liked their coffee,allcategories
ranked ABP besl
'.
Two coffees, from Ciao and Lunch Box, varied inversely across "strength Of coffee" preference lines. "Strong coffee': coffee drinkers liked Ciao, while "Medium

. strength" coifee drinkers liked Lunch Box. Persons liking strong coffee on average
ranked Ciao as "very good," and Lunch Box as "fair." Those liking somewhat strong
coffee ranked both as "good," and those liking medium strength coffee ranked Ciao
as "fair,'~ and Lunch Box as ~'very good."
~
MostValuableCoffee.
j
The third part of the survey asked participants to list the coffees from best to worst.
The scores were converted into first through sixth place votes, and were tabulated in
the same way "Most Valuable Player" votes are tabulated in sporting events. This
indicates which coffee was most consistently ranked highly. The winner is, YOU
guessed it, ABP. The results for "More Valuable Coffee" are:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

.-
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····ABP
Lunch Box.
SBA
Ciao
The Bon
Marvin Center

The last rankings to report are individual bests and worsts.
, Individual Best· .
Individual best is the only category ABP didn't win. But it came close. Ciao was the
.winner by a few percentage points. The scores indicate the percentage of participants
who indicated that particular coffee as the best in the best to worst ranking of part
.three of the survey.
,',
.,
The results for indiv:.:;id=u=a=l-=b:.::es;::t:..;ar=.:..;:e..:.:
~
_
Ciao
21 percent
ABP
17 percent
Lunch Box
17 percent
The Bon
17 percent
SBA
15 percent
'Marvin Center
12 percent
.
;. ....
Individual Worst
,.
'
The individual worst coffee honors went to the Marvin Center. Oddly enough, Ciao
the winner of the individual best category, was a close second for individual worst
. coffee. ABP, however, stole the show, being ranked as worst by no one.
.The· results for individual' worst· coffee are:
Marvin Center
35 percent .
.Ciao
32 percent
Lunch Box
17 'percent
,The Bon
12 percent
SBA
- '3 percent
ABP
0 percent
The response of participants to the Coffee Taste Test was very good. Most were
excited about being able to take a real '-'blind taste test." Several asked whether this
meant the SBA was going to change the coffee on the third floor of Bums Hall.
Many of the participants commented on the appearance of one of the coffees in the
test. They noted that "Type E" looked strangely different fromthe rest. One student,
called it, '''liquid tar," anothersaid it looked like"hotmotor
oil." It was, of course..'
marvrn Center coffee.
For persons who took the Coffee Taste Test, the coffees you sampled were:
Type A
Type B
Type C
TypeD
Type,E
Type,F

Give to the Ethiopian
Community Center
SPECIAL!

Place
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place

..

Lunch B'ox
Au Bon Pain
SBA
Ciao
Marvin Center
The Bon

,--.

NLCAdmissions:Thei'Selection
00 given' the same weight by' the. others
members of the comittee. Although all
members of .the committee feel our
primary function is' to get the strongest
Law school admISsions at The GOOrge
students, the factors each member conWashington University National Law
.slders, along with the weight attached to
Center is the task of a six member com- '
these factors, may and willvary,"
mittee which considers a myriad of factors
While emphasizing that he was only
in its. decision of whether' an .applicant is
speaking from his personal preference in
accepted, according to Assistant Dean and
>
stating that he put the most weight on a
Director of Admissions Robert V. Stanek.
student's
academic
record,
Stanek
The .. committee, .which is ,ch~ir~
by
nevertheless felt safe in saying that this
Stanek, will soon begin' its' annual
evaluation of some 5,000 applicants, which ," was the consensus of the other members of
the committee as well. 'There's little doubt
will ultimately result in 450 students for
that the strongest factor is the academic
the 1985-86first year .elass. .
. .
.The., selection,
,process,'
which
record. But'that means more than just
procedurally involves one or.two meetings
·G:P.A. Other factors include work ex-_
. pf-the .committee in the Fall and.more
. , perience, when the undergraduate degree
frequent. and regular .meetings in· the'
was obtained, type of major, and where
Spring,. is much more complex .and·
the applicant
attended
college.".
In
detailed than the popular notion that the
discussing these considerations,
Stanek
only factorsa.law
school considers is a
noted that a degree obtained, say, 20 years
. student':>G.P.A. andL.S.A.T. score. The
ago entailed a great deal more effort to
committee, which includes .Stanek ··viceachieve' Ii certain grade level than it does
chairperson
Edward Potts, a~d four
today. This is supported by statistical and
faculty members, focuses on many difother evidence. Hence, a degree obtained
ferent f~ctors, some of which are general
20 years ago might be-glven more weight.
to. the· group'. and others which are of
Also, an individual with a lower !i.P.A. in
particular interest to a specific committee
Chemical Engineering might be given
menibe~: Elaborating on this Stanek
mo~e consideration than an applicant with
'said,"Whatl personallyf<icuson' may riot
a higher G.P.A. in' the Social Sciences.
.~u
"..:.a~.• :U~~,;,.,.~-(:,.d;
..
.
by Robert D. Jacobs'

Dean

t.<)o

,.~.~~_

Process

Where someone attends college cuts both
. ways. One. argument. is that if an ap
e plicantdoes well at a lesser known ~hool,
then that performance would probablybe
duplicated elsewhere. Another argwnen
is that students with lower G.P.A.'sf~rn
more competitive schools should be given
more consideration.

W

hen asked about the weight~v~~
theL.S.A.T. score, Stanek responAdt' give
do use the L.S.A.T. and the G.P. ' ~eUS
. 'us an index as a filing technique to
is
some basis for review, but the ~,S. the
not something we focus on. It s noe've
basis of. admission. For examp~, t~ave
had people with L.S.A.T.'S of 48 a t the
been rejected." Stanek did note:: first
average G.P.A. and L.S.A:T. for and 39
" year class. at the NLC IS ,~.43t tend
respectivE!ly. Stanek ~dded, WhaiStha
to happen in the reView processries: \)
applicants fall into three c~teg~"ceIle
people with excellent academl~~' written
L.S.A.T.
scores,
and we adesand
statements, 2) those with 10~ ~rderliJIe
low L.S.A.T. scores .. and~) t~ought,and
applicants. wh~re .disc~~tiOn,ek notedtha
consideration 1S given., Stan

rTi

p,:
r

See AdmissiOns
~'1

..
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Consumer H·E·L·P Clinic

EFT Act

and the Consumer

Question:I lost the plastic card which
alloWS
me to take money out of my bank's
automaticteller machine (ATM). When I
wentto the bank to-check my account's
balance,I found that $2,000 had been withdrawn after I lost the card. Have Host all
thatmoney?

-

.

Answer: In 1978, Congress- passed the
ElectronicFund Transfer Act (EFT A) to
protect consumers
against
the
lIlUluthorizedwithdrawal of funds .from
theirbank accounts through automatic
tellermachines .:
The EFTA protects the consumer by
imposinga maximum amount for which "
he or she may-be liable if funds are withdrawnfrom the A'fM without his or. her
authorization.
The
maximumamount is $50 or the amount. of

unauthorized withdrawals that are made
prior to the time the bank is notified that .
such a problem -has (or may have) occurred, whichever amount is less. This
means that the card owner will be reimbursed for any unauthorized withdrawals
over $50, but that the first $50 (or lesser
'amounts actually withdrawn) are lost.
The EFTA only affords this protection to
. consumers who diligently' report to their
bank lost or stolen cards .or suspicious.
transactions on their monthly statements.
H the consumer fails to report lost or
stolen
cards
within
2 days . after
, discovering the card is missing, he or she
can be liable for any' unauthorized withdrawals up to $~ or the actual amount of
such withdrawals made before the bank is'
. notified, whichever is less. If the consumer
. doesn't report all unauthoriied transfer.
that apppears on their statement within 60
days after the statement is mailed, they
risk unlimited loss on transfers made after
the 6O-day period. That means the consumer could lose all the .money in their
account plus their maximum overdraft
line of credit.
The consumer will not be responsible at
all, however, if the bank has not made
certain disclosures as required by law,
including the telephone number and address of the person to be contacted if the
consumer believes that an unauthorized
transaction h~ or may have been made. H
the· bank can. show that' the •withdrawal
was actually authorized by the consumer,
the consumer is liable for the entire
amount withdrawn.

by Jack F.Williams

'

1. He suggested that a student should
take 1/2 of the exam time outlining his

I. Steven' Bmanuellspoke recentJy' at
answers."
NLC on "exammanship", Le.,: the anol .' '. ,. ',·2. He also suggested that a student use
taking law school exams.
'
.
"short .paragraphs,' 'underlillingthe'fcjpic
A. Emanuel talked about his recent
sentence orkejr words 'in each paragraph.
"acceptance" .Into the law school
C, . Emanuel finally walked the large
establishment by those in academia,
crowd through several practice exams on
1. He discussed how. by chance, he'
Torts and Contracts.
..
.
ended up in the business of writing and
1. He stated that practicing on old
selling outlines. '
,.
I
exams could not be overstated as an etB. Emanuel stated that often it is not
fective tool for test preparation.
how much substantive law one knows; but
2. He also fielded questions from a
how wellorganized and constructed one's
large . 'and enthusiastic crowd of NLC
answer .is.. .
: ,'"
".,'
.students.
'
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CAMPUS REPRESENT A nVE POSITIONS ARE,
STILL AVAILABLE, CALL FOR DETAILS.

I

How to prepare for exams is the question
now confronting and perplexing many first
year students. To help wtth this formidible
task, those who give the exams offer this
advice: .
.
.

'

Prof. Zeneff, Section 13, Criminal Law &
Procedure
Prof. Zenoff warns students not to miss
the "big picture." She recommends using
the organization of the text as a guide for
putting discrete rules of law' together into
larger concepts. Zenoff notes that one of
the biggest problems students have is not
knowing what they don't know. Study
groups may help solve this problem by
bringing together diverse viewpoints.
Zenoff also suggests going over the
hypotheticals posed in class and an;
swering past exam questions for improving analyzing ability .
Dean Potts
Dean Potts points out to students the
importance of checking their assignments.
All topics assigned may be on the exam.
even if they are only mentioned briefly in
class. Potts cautions students not to be

misled by this situation into thinking those
topics won't be on the exam. Although the
'review process should be underway. Potts
does not discount "cramming" as an efJective study device. '
.Prof. Nash, section 13, Contracts~
Prof. Nash reminds students to answer
all of the questions that are asked. and
NOT TO ANSWER questions that are not
asked. Demonstrating both sides of the
argument is a very important part of your
answer.
Steven Emanuel
Steven Emanuel" every first year's
companion, offered exam advice at his
lecture at the NLC. Emanuel suggested
,that "exams-manship"
is an important
/ factor in determining' grades. He told.
, students to have the courage to prepare
and outline their answers before beginning
to write, even though all around may be
frantically fllllng up blue book pages.
Emanuel
also suggested
using the
techniques of captioning and underlining
for adding clarity to answers.
If all of this advice has increased rather
than lessened your anxiety level, perhaps
the best suggestion to heed is this warning
given by Emanuel: Don't take exams or
law school so seriously.

/

.

p.4

.'..Coping witli' Rt!~gan

Barron

'Fromp.l

I think then it would really' be .an. SBA
issue. I can understand, for instance
feminist arguments,.
Christian,Fun~
damentalistviewpoints - that would have
to be worked out. But I don't regard myself'
as the official censor.- .
.
.
There are some issues that are goiJig to"
be divisive and upsetting to a community.
That was the point of !.''l:omillo'' (referring
to "Tomino v. Miami Herald Publishing ,
Co.,"- the right of, reply case Barron
argued and won before. the Florida
Supreme Court). The point is not to be a
tranquilizer. It's something like "Woe unto '
them who are at ease in Zion",- Ifeel kind
of the same way about the First Amendment.

encourage people to become wealthy. Buy'
two .luxurious homes and get the third
virtually tax free. Build a factory that
produces warplanes and the Pentagon will
'lbe Unofficial Shining City on .a Hill
pay billions of dollars for. them whether
Handbook - Wake up! It's morning in'
they work or not. With such advantages
America! No doubt some of you are a little
it's clear that if someone isn't rich it's
disoriented because you're not used to
becausetbey don't want to be. ..
things being so wonderful.· What follows is
Patriotism" '-;'.'America· is back" and
a brief guide to life in the "Shining City on
anyone
who disagrees gets their teeth
.a HUt"
..
kicked down their throat,understand?
. Starting Young ~ In the past many
Good citizens should (l) practice frenzied .
young people fell prey to the evils of
chanting of mindless slogans pke "USA!'
progressivism. Now that these forces are
USA!," "Go Ron Go," and "Die Comin retreat it .is critical .to become
, monist Scum," and (2) always carry an :
associated with other right-thinkirig young
American flag in case called upon tt) prove'
Americans as early as possible. Some
one's
devotion to country or appear in a
groups one might join include: Preppies
RepUblican Party commercial.
,
for a Responsible Nuclear War (dedicated.
Dealing
with
Dissent''';';''
•There
will
of
to a mutual verifiable agreement not to·~
course be some unpatriotic negativists
launch a nuclear attack on a Saturday
who insist that there are problems in the
when it might interfere with polo); Supply.
Shining City. When such dissent is voiced
Side Forum (striving to prove that ten
it must be neutralized immediately. Here'
minus six equals thirteen); Egalitarian
are two suggested methods: ,
Racist Alliance (we hate everybody).
(l) George Bush method: Wave your
Poverty - There is no poverty in Ronald
arms
frantically and shout ~'EverYthing is,
Reagan's America; Everyone who can
greatt Everything
is great!"~· The .~
work does, private charity .takes care of
•
dissenter
will'
quickly
become
nauseated
.
those who can't, there is music in the air,
'.
and go away. .
. .
flowers bloom twelve months a year, and
(2) David Stockman method:
Smile
'life is beautiful. The only pain in the
condescendingly and say "Oh, the market
Shining City is the pain to seeing the flag,
will take care of it," followed by the first
.Barren elabo~ated Oft the right of access
hearing the National Anthem, and not
thing that comes into your head. Bleeding
theory he has presented in his books and
being able to run out and invade a small
Heart: "Evil- Inc. is putting dangerous
articles _ most recently in 'Public Rights
country. This is being worked on.
drugs onto the market. The government
and the Private Press."
Incentives - Before Ronald Reagan
·should do something!" Americanr- ..Oh,
I'm very interested in the qUestions of
showed America the way to Truth and
the market will take care of it. Either.
individual rights of self-expression in an
Goodness, social programs had beenpeople will realize everyone who takes the
era ..of big government. and big media.
running. the -economy into the ".ground.
drug
dies and stop buying it or- everyone
....There is.a post-Watergate tendency to
These programs, which gave benefits to
will die from the drug and it will no longer,
the poor and hungry, encouraged people. to.
'.1. believe that it-Is -good that the media, is",.,:
be a problem." No'one can argue with this .
be .poor and hungry ~ Reaganomics
kind of logic."",'"
corrected these perverse incentivescby;
showering money on the rich in order to
by Mike Billiel

<>,

newspaper and the media conglomerate?
We all have free expression rights - in'
dividual participation' is fundamental
.
I -don't like trickle-down theories" in
economics and I don't like them in the
First Amendment either. In a clash between individual rights and media rights
media rights shouldn't always win. We ar~
always focusing on one combat between
individual and media. It should not be a
foregone conclusion that media .interests
will always be preferred.'
.
.My allotted time was drawing to a close
I ventured just one more question. Wher .
had this intere~t in free speech, medi:
power. and First Amendment theory
originated? Dean Barron smiled and
laughed. "Ever since I was.editor in chief
of my high school n~wspaper~~'

Exams .From
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,.6) Don't Liste~ To Other People's Advice
•··You: yo~li
know best how youbest
study for tests, . certainly more than
someone who writes Advocate articles off
the top of their head the moming they are
due. The best advice, other than study the
material and don't take hard drugs the
morning. of the test, is a paraphrase of a
Darrel Royal quote, "If you're goin' to a
big dance; stick with what brung ya", In
other words, if you like studying at school
do so, if you like studying' at home do that:
If you like commercial outlines use them
if not,.don'Letc.Finals,
law school and
the law are what you make them' and
while hopefully everYone wants to d~ well
and.will.do~. ~_elilis the~ can, these tests

1·::.;,,;gin:,~~_~:;~~o;:~j.~:.e~~~.jL~~
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their lower tuition fees, experienced the
tlrislast category of applicants is where
biggest drop in enrollment.
t/Ie most work is done in admissions.
The NLC is one of the few law schools
stanek also said that the "either ..~r"
that 'does not require recommendations.
situationrarely, if ever, comes up, wliere
From Stanek's own experience, they are
tWostudents are pitted against each other,
not: helpful, even' i in borderline cases.
for one spot. Stanek commented, "With
Other reasons mentioned by the Dean for'
eachapplicant, you can never forget apout .
not requiring recommendations are the
Iheother4,999 :- you have to be fair to
usual lack of knowledge about the person - .
everyone."
writing the recommendation
and the
Minority recruitment . .is deemed by'
burden it puts on applicants who have been
~tanekto be an integral part of admissions
;t the NLC. While no specific percentage . , working and' away from their college
professors for a period of time. But,
of minority representation is sought, race
Stanek did say that recommendations'
is an important factor, to the committee.
submitted are read, and that reeom-.
"Wehave an active program' to recruit
lI1'noritystudents; but our percentage of :~~:mendations. written by individuals the
committee has somefamillarity with, are
rr;;Iloritystudents will vary from one year
more likely to be given validity. Stanek
to thenext, "Stanek said. When asked as to
stated, "There have been occasions when
why so few minorities, specifically blacks,
a recommendation, has made the dif-'
'z,l'ecurrently enrolled in the NLC, Stanek
:-- ference, but this has been rare."
answered, "The problemvis in the
profession- there are too few minorities
--~ The committee, after each meIllber '..
in the profession. We are doing well inhas
weighed whatever factors he' or she
terms of minority recruitinentat
G.W.U.
has chosen to consider, ultimately votes
Weare very proud of our efforts." "
either to admit. deny, or hold the applicant
In terms of the' national trend of the
for further review. This is the first year
decliningnumber of law school applicants,
that the committee has nan SIX memoers.
Stanek acknowledged that the NLC exIn the past, the committee has had five
periencedan 11percent drop last year, but
members and 'the final decision· was
added that this <was below the national
determined bymajority rule. Hence, three
average. He also noted that this should not.
votes "to admit" was an acceptance. But
be a problem forNLC because ."our apStanek indicated that the increase to the
plicationvolume is substantial enough not
six member committee may require in,to affect us." The Dean cited the reason
. creasing the required admit votes to four.
for the trend" to be the decline' in the
The committee has not made a decision on
number "of college graduates.. This
this vet. The committee also operates on' a
demographic trend is expected to continue
<rolling admissions' basis;, where earlier
at least through the end of, this decade.
applications are considered first. .
Interestingly, the.state institutions, with:
<
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and Congress is considering additional
appropriations,
said Tim Oliver, a'
volunteer. from the Hunger Project, ali
organization
dedicated to generating'
worldwide commitment to end hunger. in
this century.
.'
The United States" Agency for In- "
ternational
Development
(A1D> has·
proposed.a long' term development
program, known as the Economic Policy
Initiativefor Africa or EPI. UndertJiis
program, the U.S. would provide $500
million. over five .years, to encourage specific African countries (not yet chosen)
to implement "comprehensive, growthoriented policies/'.
," ;
Private voluntary organizations (PVOs)
have already made headway ,in Africa,
because they.alreadyhave the experience.
to. know where.to apply money,. said
Oliver. ,
,",
-'
"More than 60PVOs ate already at work
in Africa. Contributions are going to seeds
for planting, irrigation. projects, simple
farm tools, drought resistant crops. Africa.
has a surplus of water - huge lakes that
nothing's been. done with. Africa needs
appropriate
agriculture,
not Western
model agriculture." "
.

T

• he past few weeks have demon-

pig. i

F~

~~

.,,-'

~.:,.

strated the power of individual com-mitment. Millions of dollars have poured
in from individuals throughout the U.S. to
various PVOs working in Africa."
,.,
The contributions of NLC students' will
be taken 'to the Ethiopian Community
Center which, in turn, will send it to Save
the Children, a non-profit international
humanitarian
organization.'
Save the
. Childrenwill send a special return receipt;
saying they received the money and what
the money was used for, Sampson said.
"The money will go directly to Ethiopia.
We're specifying that it goes directly to
Ethiopia." Sampson said that any students '
who wanted to contribute could send their
money to the Ethiopian Community
Center.
'-.-

"..
IN.S..,' Brief ing
,

'cO,

The Immigration and Naturalization
Service case against former Grenada
AmbassadorDessima Williams will be the
topic of .a press briefing on Monday,
November.26 at the Rayburn House Office
Building Briefing room 2'l:Z7, from 12:30 2:00 p.m.
,
.
Participants will' include immigration
specialist and attorney Michael Maggio •.
who
represents
Williams ..

South Africa

.
Africa and homelands to which all blacks
will eventually be assigned: It is estimated
to have already affected between two and
three and a half million people. Two
million more' are targeted. One quarter of .'
the population will have been taken by
force of the government and moved to,
'

lands with which they have no connection."
The .'joint lecture was co-sponsored by
the International Law Society, BALSA, the
National Lawyers' Guild' and the International
and Comparative
Law
Program.at
;'__ ",~ -': " the
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with Those Exams

Dealing

Letters

group and 1ry to identify instances of_
battery, assault, false impris~nmen.t,
proximate cause, conspiracy, mistake 10
in .the < contemporary" debate over por··
No hour exams, no mid-terms, just
fact...etc. Essentially if you can spot all
nography.
- FINALS. The name itself implies a perthe issues that arise ina full hour of
To the Editor:.
.In a very, real sense,' witnessing por·
manence many of us would just as well not
wrestling you should. not have a' lot of
nographic
material or activity violates the
face up to. Of course, they are not really an
problems with your tests. Also, an hour a
Much of this issue is, devoted to 'the" integrity of womanhood, and invades the
end to anything, the amount of Torts,
week of watching Sgt. Slaughter beat up , discussion Of of pornography and the.
privacy, of individual
women, This
Corporations or Remedies one will ever
The Iron Sheik in the "name of democracy. .
competing interests involved. I would like'
..-argument has, however, been considered
know will not be tested. But to some
and the honor of Old Glory" may take your
to suggest an additional consideration, a,
constitutionally frivolous and packed with
degree these tests do leave an .indelible
mind off what you would like to do to your
woman's perspective.
.
mark. They do have a bearing upon the " professors and help you. concentrate on
Every. woman I know in Washington' , ' moral judgments by modem standards.
Whether or not women have a protected
first job one receives and the location one
, your studies. Upper-year classes require a
who has had the misfortune to walk'
privacy Interest.located in the penumbras
might practice. For the most part then., . greater sensitivity than is provided by
through the "red-light" district downtown
of the Constitution, a woman's perspective
one would like to do well on these test.
watching the grapplers,-so if a chance to
his been affected. Some have been ofmust be .addressed
in , .order to be
However, a desire to do well does not
'watch a Clint Eastwood movie comes by I
fended, some frightened, some appalled,'
responsive to the real issue raised by
equate with doing as well as one would
would recommend watching that as part of
, some embarrassed, and some outraged,
pornography.
.
hope to do. So, some tips on preparation
preparing for finals.
but all affected." Yet" most of these
-Julie Riley
for finals in these lastfew weeks before the
4) Avoid Rigor ;Mortis:
emotions are not legally recognized, and
tests are in order.
Everyone always says you have to see
have not been given constitu_ti_on_a.;..l_w_e_ig;:;.h_t .......-1) Don't Begin Things You Should Have
the law in differing lights. But, since' you
To the Editor: .
. clips .:from pornographic
films and
Started Months Ago:
and your classmates are all reading the
magazines and examine the attitudes they
Fur instance, if you have not briefed any
same casebooks, hornbooks, and comreflect and promulgate. The program is on
cases since August, now is not the time to
mercia I outlines, the bestwav to. aet a
Professor .Banzhaf provides us with a
Wed. Nov. 28 at 8:30 p.m, in the Marvin
start. Resorting to use of commercial
different vantage m what you are doing is
scintillating expose on the Programming
Center cafeteria (Market Square) on the
outlines would probably be of better use to
to read your books, on several different
Board's obligation to provide a forum on
first floor. Everyone is invited to attend.
you now. If you have been planning to hit
levels. If,Sou do this you will avoid the
pornography and the legal ramifications
The, Coalition Against Pornography's
Atlantic City for a couple of days, but
tedium that is faced by people that sit in
of disrupting the GW pornographic film in
goal is not to obtain a Programming
haven't gotten around to it yet, it would be
the same seat day after day. This might
his article, "Porn Protesters Suffer from
Board-sponsored forum. Nor do we intend
smarter
to wait until January
or
give you more enthusiasm for what you
X-rated Confusion (theGW Hatchet, Nov.
to illegally disrupt the showing of the
February. Itis only a 4 hour trip, but in the
are doing. I know this is a riduculous
5, p.5).Infact,it
is Banzhaf himself who is
pornographic film at GW. Our primary
8 hours you save travelling you can"; -theory but, following step 2, I have waited
suffering from "X-rated confusion". His
objective is to educate the GW community
probably complete a full Gilbert's or
until the morning
this was due
article completely fails to recognize the
on the ramifications of pornography and
Emanuel's and thus make up for not
to write the article and its all I can think
critical issue: What is pornography and
we encourage you to attend our program.
having read any cases since August:
of). Changing seats everday will probably 'what
is its place on the GW campus?
We are not challenging GW students'
help you avoid the rigor mortis some may
'- The Coalition Against Pornography is an
. ~-First, Amendment rights to see a porface when, after having been locked in the
organization comprised of GW students
- nograhicfilm.
However,
we are
~) Don't Stop Procrastinating Yet:
same spot for months,they try to leave
and staff mobilized to address thatchallenging the misconseption that porM ost students wait until the
of a
. their seats to take their' tests. .
question. Pornography is not just sex on
nography is harmless,. We hope you choose
semester until they begin preparing for
5) Panic Appropriately:
the movie screen. It conveys dangerous
not to see the film. '... ' ...
finals. They have been doing this since
_ "Some panic is good, some is not. Certain
messages about therelationshipbetWeen:.c.:L..:;o".'=.,';
..... , .. c',;.;, R~bm
y Haf~ner.
high school, combining for a total of 8-10
forms _ tearing out hair, arguing outloud
sex and violence and it encourages sexist
"
i .
"
,...MIDd
Wemstem
years of steady procrastinating." To stop
with yourself about your right to survive
attitudes regai:ding .nien~s>and"women's .
Members of.the Coalition Against Pordoing so immediately,
going "cold
and criticizing your Parents genetic
roles in 'society. CAP; is ,sponsoring a
nography' and,theJ~w'Association-for
turkey,"
will be a shock to any
makeup are not-really going to help you
media presentation'which-wiu,.include":
Women.'
;..
,"''''
"
.
procrastinaters system and could cause
much as you approach your tests. Some
nerve damage. If one wishes to study more
panic however, may not be harmful but in
toward the end 'of the semester one should
fact help you on your tests. For instance, if .'
stay up an hour or two more a day. This
you cannot grasp a tricky concept start
way one will be able to waste equivalent
in a 60 percent increase in' the cost of
doing repetitions of pushups and situps. A .' To the Editor:
amounts of time per day,and -still get
copies,
without
any" apparent
imsound body makes a' sounder mind. Mter
more studying done. The way in which one'
provement in performance. Many times,
exercise, you will probably come up with
chooses to procrastinate
is clearly a
one-third to one-half of the units are not
While the expansion and refurbIshing tif
an answer or be tired enough for a nap.
personal, private matter and I will make
functional. While the school cannot, be
the library has made the life of the law
Mter sleeping on a question and exerno recommendations about how to do so.
blamed for the failure '.of the machines,
.student
generally
more
bearable,
cising the answer will surely come or you
better efforts could be made to keep the
3) Watch professional Wrestling: , "
problems
remain
. at '''the
most
will, be well·justifiedin
passing the
machines stocked with paper and properly
technologically advanced law school in the
. .'1'hisis essential1y
tip for first-year
question off as unimportant H you look at
inked. In addition, the library should
nation." As most students
have
students (who are probably most worried
an old test and can't come up with any j
discov~ed,the
new copy machines have' .. confer with Xerox (or some other como
about finals anyway). I admit there is not
answers, look at 15 or 20 more. Some of
pany) to investigate the feasibility of more
much Contracts to be seen on .your
failed to live up to their promise of inthese you will be able to do well and this
durable machines. Otherwise, at the peak
,. creased reliability and copy quality. In
average hour of T.V. wrestling - some
should give you confidence as you attempt·
times of a semester '(finals, memo or brief
offers and acceptances and problems of,
this observer's opinion, the new machines .to work on harder exams. So, while blind
writing, etc.) the situation will be no better
consideration - but there is' a full gamut
do
not
even
match
the
abysmal
perpanic will not do, a rational" planned
than it was' in past years when students
.of Torts and Criminal Law on each show. •
formance of the antiquated units which
hysteria never hurts and may even help.
were forced to leave the building to finda
You should get together with your study
they replace. ' .
see~ms
p. 4 ..
working machine.
While. the new Vendacard operated
machines have, simplified. payment, ,the
Marcus Migliore
installation of the new machines resulted
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T~ the Editor:

button to consid~r what would be :~
ceptale nuclear damage, and increase
Just a few comments about your election
likelihood of a i'limited" armageddon.·
editorials. ~ staff editorial was right on
Mr. Fox's cost benefit. anal~is $a;-;
the mark endorsing Walter Mondale. The
.' viroDJ!lentalism reads bke Jun
ood
Billiel-Fox debate was a classic example
. secret diaries. After all, every gore
of why the forces of Reagan were vicconservative knows that trees cause m n
torious. Dan Fox, the Reagan backer
pollution than factories. Though
relied on glib misstatements of facts and
prevailed at the poll~, Mr. FdoX~~utter
distortions of truth to make his case. Mr.
,cronies wiIllose on thler brea an
ay·
Fox's defense of the "star wars" missle
. issue when they pay more taxes a.n~aw
defense was worthy of the "Sequent.'"
Finally, I'm not even sure Mr. FO~ISuesis
Besides the dangeroWl destabilization it . . student. His tenuous gri~ o~ the iSS Even
would provoke, and wasteful expense it • similiar to his grasp on crtmil18 laW. rule
would accrue, space based anti-ballistic
. a liberal knowS that the exclu:110~a~utto
could never be fool proof. At best it would
was not created to deter cnm ,
ooly heighten the arms race. At worst, a
combat police misconduCt. .
flawed heavens based defensive umbrella
paul HOrowi
would lead certain shaky fingers on the

R~t
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The Devil's Advocate

The

-;;;hael

Public Interest

Ultimate Qutline

Goldsmith

Forhapless first year' students, allthe
banalmania of the .past few months .is
snowballing
into the ordeal men call final
exams.There are those rare few made of
sternerstuf~, with the boldness, vision,
and paranOia to step beyond normal
textualmaterials to seek sources outside'
thenorm. So eager are' they to learn the
laW, understand ar~ane public policy, and
, gelthejump on their fellow students, that
theyengage in the quest for that ultimate
source,that definitive purveyor of black
lellerlaw,the holy Hornbook itself. Yet, as
inthesearch for the Grail, only those pure
of heartand deep of pocket could get even
a glimpseof the sacred relic. We at the
Devil'sAdvocate, not possessed .otsutficient
pride to prevent us from stooping to
exploitthe fear in others in order to reap
hugepersonal gain, proudly introduce
Goldterio's Illustrated
Legal Outline

series.
Comingsoon to bookstores

all over th~

western hemisphere" Goldterio's is the
'result of careful research, concise writing,
and heavy drinking. Besides the clear and
pointed summaries of the law you'd get in
Gilbert's or Emanuel's, Goldterio's offers
numerous illustrations to help drive the
often subtle and ,elusive legal points
through the thick head of thereader, Some
excerpts foll~w.
" "

Goldterio on Contracts
'Introduction: .: '1'helawof
contracts
suffers from a dichotomous parentage. Its
father was individualized justice; Its
mother was economic efficiency and
commercial predictability. Neither were
happy with the fruit of their union, and so
subsequently put the poor little bastard up
for adoption. The young body of . law, .
reared by common law judges, suffered
through puberty (complete with acne)
during the Industrial Revolution, and grew
to decrepit senility at the .hands of the
U.C.C.
",
"
,-

Law·Survey
\
PUBLIC INTEREST LAW SURVEY
PLEASE RESPOND. The-bigger the response".the more resources the CDO will
devote to the public interest program.
'
,
The Career Development Office will be sponsoring a Public Interest Career Fair
again early next semester. However, this year in addition to providing infonnatiCll, organizations and agencies ,will interview students for jobs (both paying and nonpaying) this summer.
In order to encourage organization participation and to create an equitable Interviewing system, we need to know how many students would be interested in participating in this program. .
.,'
Please fill out this "questionaire" arid drop it off in the first-floor lounge box, SBA
office, or Career Devdopment Offke ..

=.
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Graduation date

-,---'---'-

Do you anticipate participating
a. Information day?
.b. Interview day? --

in the
-'

What field of public interested law are you interested in? (i.e.
environmental, Immigration, migrant workers, ete.)

Can, you accept a .non-paid internship? __

-,-,-_

t

,;

'·r~,./··'

Volunteers' will be, needed to' help with the Public Interest '
'Career Fair. Please write your name, address, and phone'
number if you want to help.
'
)
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ReasonclbleMan' ,

.,.H£:MAILBOX",wLE:

ANI?

Goldterio on the Mailbox Rule
Certain scholars' suggest the general
rulethat acceptance of an option becomes
effectiveon receipt, and not on dispatch,
had its roots in the Chicago case Calamari

v. Perillo,14 Underworld Rptr. 407 (1934).
Enzo Galamari was assassinated by underworld faction members while mailing
an acceptance of an, option, extended, to
him by-Vito Perillo, in which Perillo had
agreed to sell off some territory on the
south side. When Calamari's estate sued
for compliance with the terms of the option, Perillo raised the well known
,argument,
"You can't contract with a
dead man," and the court bought it.

Goldterio on Torts

Torts:The Importance

of Issue spotting

, Practice Exam: Any student taking a
law school exam for the first time is well
advised to read exam question carefully,
and cover all issues which the fact pattern
contains.
As the above illustration,
suggests, there is more than one way to
spot a tort. The unfortunate plaintiff has
, been'immobilized by one of his detractors.
Q:How many torts will have been committed within a twenty second period from
the below scene? Are there any problems
with intervening
cause?
Are there
defenses such as assumption of risk? See
ho! many issues ,yo,;!can spot.
,

Necessity:The defence of "necessity" is
available where the accused acted in the
,reasonable belief that perpetration of the
'offense would prevent the occurrence of a
greater harm or evil. There must of course
be a threat of imminent harm,and no less
harmful alternatives available.
1- It was held not to be a defense to a
charge, of' indecent exposure that the
-victim was a well known, and extremely
annoying television personality famous for
exclaiming "Where's the beef?" The court
declared, "It was only a rhetorical
'question,
the flashing
was not a
necessity." State v. Flynt, 421'P.2d 985,
.987.!

-

1be Reasonable MlU1:'Along with the
Unicorn, Great Pumpkin,. and a good 5
cent cigar, the Reasonably Prudent man
exists only on, a Platonic level. This
mythical 'creature
uses caution as a
trademark, and as for physical attributes,
it might be said he is identical with the
individual actor. The best way to conceptualize' the Reasonable Man is to
imagine him as Ward Cleaver, "vainly
'appealing (to the Beaver and Wally) to
order their lives after his own example."

p.8

Entertain ment

Sun King· at the Corcoran
,

'

by Julie Riley

The Sun King enlisted all of the arts
. the royal service. Artists and architects,

.

" Whether you need a study break, a wind-

,poets and composers, balletmast~rs ~~
, musicians" commemorated
the godlike
down after finals, or a refreshing ex"image and achievements of Louis XIV in
perience next semester,
the nearby
their work. These p'aintings,tapestries"
Corcoran Gallery of Art offers a variety of
building, books, and" compositions were "
cultural excursions for the willing eX-usedtocreate
The Palace ofVersaiIles,
plorer.
,..,,",.
the seat of government and cultural center
Every Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. the ' of France. .:'
Corcoran hosts "Gallery Talk" featuring
,
'th
di
'
national artists, critics, and collectors who
'The Sun King' explores
e
verse
share insights on timely topics in art.
,aspects of Louis XIV's reign, and !he
Concerts are offered through the ConFrance that he created. It offers the nch
temporary MusicForum,e,v~y
third
taste~ 17th;century France, and history
th
from'which'
it' arose, right here. in
Thursday at 8:30p.m. And of course. iere, .' washington;,t·'"
'"
"
';
are always art exhibitions on displlry
,", ,The Corcoran Gallery of Art is located at
throughout the Gallery.
'). r.:
'17th street and New York Avenue, and is
, An array of art and historical treasures
from the.Louvre,'
VersaiIle,
and
'open Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m, to
BibliothequeNationale and more than 204:30'p'~~
~nd on Thursday ~til 9 p·~4
, other public and private collections from,
Adfllission IS ~ree. For further mformabon
France will go orr view at the Corcoran , ,on.thespeclal
events offered at the
Gallery of Art, beginningI)eCember lS"in,i .•>" ~ iG~lery,c!111 638-3~1l.
,the .largest exhibition ever assembled in
the glittering world of the Sun King,
France's greatest monarch:

New Course

. The"Sun King: Louis XIV and the New'
.
.World examines the life and times of the
'., ,',A new course, Regulation of Investment
King who adopted the sun-god Apollo as '
Advisers and Investment Companies, will
his personal symbol. During his more than
be offered, on Thursday ,evenings during
70 year reign, Louis XIV (1638-1715);was.,
the spring semester fromS:50 to 7:40 p.m.
the most powerful monarch in Europe. His
This will be' an examination course and
authority as a ruler was absolute and his
will be taught by Arthur J. Brown, who is a
throne unchallenged. He adopted the sunpartner in the Washington office of Kirkgod Apollo as his person symbol to signify
patrick and Lockhart.
'
that he was both the source and the center
Mr. Brown served as an attorney in too"
of French harmony and unity, since Apollo
SEC's
Division
,of
Investment
in antiquity was the ruler of the, planets
",, Management from 1974to 1982. '
and the leader of the Muses.

CAP Opposes .x-Rate4 Mbvie
br theirconce~
that pornography be
viewed asa.senous problem and nota
; The G.W. Program Board's showingof
- "fun and games"
diversion. Mindy
its annual X-rated film has' produced
WeinsWin, a first year law student and
adverse reactions in the past, but this
member of. C.A.P. commented, "Un.
year's
response has been formally
fortunately,'
pornography
is a
organized under the title' "Coalition
predominant definition of sexuality in our
Against PornographY"JC.A.P.>.
The
society today. Pornography
promotes
coalition is composed of members of the
violence against women and C.A.P.simply
student body as well as faculty members.
. wants to present an alternative view to the
The group is not calling for a ban of the
biased and specific message pornography
film. C.A.P: members merely hope to
offers."
."
,
educate - the student body so that in, The Student Bar Association declinedto
dividualsmightrealize
the seriousness of
:' take an offici~ stan~e on the showingof
the pornography issue and make a per- ,the
~-rated film this year. Mtermuch
sonal choice not to attend. '
.' ,
" deliberation, they were unable to reacha
.' The coalition has prepared an alterdeeision .as it group. Because S.B.A.
native program to take place the same
represents the entire law school student
night as the showing of ;"The Devil and,
body, it was the consensus opinion that it
'Miss Jones." This media presentation will.», was not their place to make a statement on
be free of charge and is scheduled to begin: ;', such. a volatile issue, without a student
a 8:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 28 in the";
body vote or, at the very least, a majority
Marvin Center '.cafeteria.,The
presendecision withinS.B.A. Members of the law
tation is an 'exploration of' pornography,
schol student body are invited to attend the
_showing the' connectionjt~establishes
.coalition's presentation and 'make their
between~x
and violence. ':<, "<",,
own informed choice as to whether to see
-,.: Members orC:~;P;-are;joimidrogeiher
'
the, annual X-rated flick.
'
'by Ellen Jones
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86'GRI4DS

:YEARLAW

STUDENTS

THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPING'and WORD PROCESSING
,CENTER

SMH Bar Review has new enrollment options
.:
,forstudents
who register n.ow
,

,

,

.

"

.,OPTION ONE: "
,·SAVEMONEY, ,

SMH

legal typing
resumes-eover letters-thesesdissertations-term 'papers

Is offering

course price for your Bar Review Cou~

.
DISCOUNTED
PRICE

CT, DC, FL, MA
MD, ME, NH,
NY VA. VT
NJ,PA
RI

.. <

2025 I St., N.W.

Sulte106
881-0111
Hours 8 am -1pm

,~

5525

".

,

• Receive the SMH study guides
designed for law school exams, <-nd
which include: Wills. Trusts. Corpora·
, tions. Partnerships. Sales. Commercial
, Paper, Bank Deposits and Collections.
Secured Transactions. Evidence.
Federal Income Taxation, and Federal
Estate and Gift Tax.
• Participate In the SMH MPRE preparation.

FREE REVIEW LECTURES

5475

are available In many locations for most
topics contained in the study gUides

STUDENTS DESIRING FURTHER INFORMATION.
REGISTRATION
MATERIALS OR SCHEDULES
OF fREE REVIEW LECTURES MAY
,CONTACT A CAMPUS REP OR YOUR LOCAL ~MH OFFICE.

Co:r:Fu:.nl..!~.
Scott BU~'nett

528-1909

• Secure discount explained atlef\.

5495

.•

.

On Ca~pus:

A deposit 01 $75.00 entities you to ..

a discount for our

1986 Bar Review Courses (February and
JUly). A 125.00 cour., deposit made
by April 26, 1985 will secure the lowest

COURSE(S)

'STUDENT DISCOUNTS
RUSH JOBS A SPECIALTY.

OPTION TWO: SAVE MONEY
, AND GET STUDY GUIDES

·~··E·

SMH/NY (212) 947-3560
SMHINJ (201) 642-4404 .

1-800-343-9188
SMH/DC-VA-MD
(202) 347-1971

"

'.

SMH/MA (617) 742-3900
(413) 583-3787

